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Terms and conditions of the Cash Back rebate program.

05/03/2013

Rebate rates:
REAL/MT5 monthly
traded volume, lots
5-9
10-49
50-99
100-299
300-499
500 >

REAL/MT5 rate
$2
$3
$4
$6
$8
$10

01. Applying for Cash Back rebate program client confirms that he has read and agreed with present Terms
and Conditions.
02. Offer is available for registered and fully verified clients and applies to Lite, Real and MT5 accounts only.
03. Client has to apply for Cash Back program in the
Client Cabinet.
04. Company will pay rebates for 5 lots minimum for
Real/MT5 account and 0.5 lot minimum for Lite account
that were traded within one calendar month, according to
the specified rates for each trading account separately.
05. Client has to apply for every rebate calculation via

Client Cabinet or by email at finance@mayzus.com.

06. Monthly rebate can be claimed within two following
calendar months and for closed (full-round) trades only.
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LITE- monthly traded
volume, lots
0.5-9
10-49
50-99
100-299
300-499
500 >

LITE rate
$1
$2
$3
$4
$5
$6

07. When calculating the volume of conducted Margin
Trades required for rebate, Margin Trades with difference
between the open and close price less than 3 pips for
LITEForex account and less than 30 pips for REALForex
and MT5 accounts cannot be taken into consideration.
08. Total rebate amount paid in one account cannot exceed 20% of net deposit amount. Net deposit amount
equals to the total deposit amount minus total withdrawal
amount of own funds.
09. Cash Back program cannot be combined with other
bonuses or promotions in one trading account.
10. Cash Back program is valid until 31 July, 2013.
11. Company has the right to change present Terms and
Conditions at any time without a prior notice.
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